CAPSS Release Notes Update: April 2016
CAPSS System Enhancements and additional updates:
1. System allows the update of SER /OAN fields as defined pursuant to Assembly Bill (AB) 632.
AB 632 - The requirements for this bill were implemented on January 25, 2016 allowing for
the ability to add the IMEI or MEID or other unique identifying number to the Serial or
Owner Applied Number within 10 working days (from the date of transaction) on all
electronic hand held devices as defined. This is available via the online form only. If
submitting via bulk, any transaction that needs to be modified must be done using the
CAPSS online form.
2. Identification Issue and Expiration dates - System now allows for specified dates that may
be used when a person’s ID does not contain either an ISSUE or EXPIRATION date.



Issue date unknown – 12/31/1899 (1899-12-31 for XML format)
Expiration year unknown – 9999

Note: The system will allow the date of 12/31/1899 if issue date is unknown or the use of 9999 if
the expiration date is unknown. However, both cannot be used in the same transaction.
3. The system increased the maximum allowed results to 1,000 when doing a search that
includes pagination.
4. Allow for the ability to download the errors in bulk upload processing to a CSV file.
5. Added “United States ID” to the list of acceptable ID’s.
6. Updated article list: The article list provided on the AG’s Public Website-CAPSS home page
is updated weekly. (Monday)
7. Provided all registered users with the CAPSS Password Policy letter via email (04/25/2016).
8. Updated and posted the CAPSS Password Policy letter on the AG’s Public Website, CAPSS
Home page.
9. Added a message on the CAPSS log in page advising users that the passwords are valid for up
to 90 days after the last reset.

